HAND-MADE PRODUCTS

HANDMADE CANE COASTERS
PKR 850

HAND PAINTED CERAMIC BIRDS
PKR 350

EMBROIDERY POUCHES
PKR 450

NATURAL INDIGO DYE AJRAK BLUE
PKR 5000

LAWN STOLE - BUTTERFLY
PKR 1200

SCENTED RAAT KI RANI HANDPAINTED CANDLE JAR
PKR 2500

JEWELLERY BOX
PKR 650

ROUND CANE BASKET
PKR 500

KEYCHAIN
PKR 300

RECYCLED PAPER COASTERS
PKR 450

OWL KEYCHAIN
PKR 300

For more information, contact:
Nadeem Sheikh,
Senior Community Development Officer, WWF-Pakistan.
nsheikh@wwf.org.pk  I  +92 321 5643201

HANNAH WARD CROCHETED